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ON-LINE AND IN COLOUR  

Log In at warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk to view this 

newsletter and many others 

Please contact your Branch Secretary to obtain the password 

Please Note 

Items appearing in WB 
are not necessarily the 
view of  either the 
editor or Warwickshire 
Beekeepers Association 

Editor’s 
Letter 

With a continued lockdown, nostalgia is not easy to avoid. 

This time last year we were busy presenting in schools, 

setting up stands in various festivals and visiting the training 

apiary where the most important, practical training takes 

place. 

However, reading the updates of our branches we can surely 

appreciate that our bees are doing very well and are 

prospering in the current lockdown. We can also appreciate 

even more the comfort and peace that tending to our hives 

can bring. I hope this slower pace has also given you a chance 

to observe and learn from the bees what books cannot teach. 

Finally, it Is extremely exciting to see how beekeepers are just 

as resilient by keeping in touch through the use of technology 

and able to continue sharing knowledge and experiences. Our 

virtual hive is as close as ever! 

 

Best wishes and keep safe, 

Katerina Prokopiou 

Do you have an 

idea,  story or 

wonderful 

photographs 

to share? 

 

Please share them 

with your Editor 

at 

wbeditor@wbka.

org.uk 

http://www.warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
mailto:wbeditor@wbka.org.uk?subject=Hey!%20I%20have%20something%20to%20share%20with%20WB
mailto:wbeditor@wbka.org.uk?subject=Hey!%20I%20have%20something%20to%20share%20with%20WB
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What’s On 2020 

July 
  

13 19:30 Online Training Session, Shipston-on-Stour 

Shipston Beekeepers 2nd Monday online training session and 100 Club 
draw. Training topic to be advised.  

Zoom Videoconferencing 

  
27 19:30 Online Training Session, Shipston-on-Stour 

Q & A session. Topic to be decided. 

Zoom Videoconferencing 

  

ATTENTION 

Due to the current health risks throughout the nation, 

training, meetings and even BBKA modules have either 

been postponed or cancelled. 

Please consult with your respective branch secretaries in 

order to offer your support, or to learn more about the 

changes to your branch’s scheduled events during the 

coming period. 
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This month we asked some of you to share with us your experience as 
beekeepers during the Covid-19 social distancing period. We asked you: 

  Question of the month 

“How are you connecting with other beekeepers during social distancing? 
What activities make you feel connected despite the distance?” 

We had a “Beekepers Question Time” in April 

using Zoom. It was great to see familiar 

faces and wave to each other! We are having 
another zoom meeting this month. 

Several of our informal smaller groups have 

WhatsApp groups and they keep contact 

this way. Lots of pictures! 

Jane Medwell, WBKA Exam  Secretary 

While this season has been a little more isolating, especially for 
those of us who are either new or are still fairly new to 
beekeeping, I’ve been able to keep in touch with other 

beekeepers, both new and experiences, via social media 

(mainly WhatsApp and Instagram). Through these 

informal channels I’ve given and received guidance and 

reassurance. Our Coventry branch has been offering Zoom 
sessions for beginners and another for queen rearing, 

which has also helped with connecting with fellow 
beekeepers. 

For me, going to the apiary to tend the bees has been my 
escape and helped balance some of my work and general 
COVID stressors. 

Denali Enns, Coventry Beekeepers 

‘Going to the apiary to 

tend the bees has been 

my escape’ 
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I’m a member of Herefordshire BKA and we have been having 

weekly Zoom meetings – these have kept me in touch. Not too 

formal, but along the lines of Q&A sessions, answers from a couple 
of ‘senior’ beekeepers. If there are no questions, we simply discuss 

what has been going on with the bees that week and catch up. 

Bee Inspection work has pretty much continued in our Region, 

under strict Covid-19 guidelines, so I’ve felt especially connected 
with my team of inspectors and through the beekeepers I’ve visited 
during these. 

It has been a busy season, with changed working patterns and fine 
weather giving the bees a field day. 

Colin Pavey, Warwickshire Regional Bee Inspector 

I've found lockdown quite a difficult time as I have Fibromyalgia and 

chronic fatigue and sometimes need help when Beekeeping (as I need to 
conserve energy for the whole day and not use it all up beekeeping). This 
has been a bit more challenging with the 2-meter rule. 

I am hoping to be purchasing a pull along collapsible trolley to make 
lugging equipment back and forth that little easier.  If anyone has any tips 
on making life easier at the apiary, I would love to hear them!  

Continuing with our study group for Module 3 and helping with the Basic 
Study group via Zoom has really helped me to continue my education with 

direction, and also improved my wellbeing. ☺ 

Thank you to Ray, Caryn and Caz for all your help; it has been 
invaluable! 

Sam Walker, Birmingham Beekeepers 

We stay connected via WhatsApp and Zoom 

and visiting each other’s gardens for socially 
distanced cups of tea and chats. 

Activities that keep me feeling connected 
include seeing beekeeping friends at a 

distance and hilarious Zoom committee 
meetings. 

Denise Grove, Solihull Beekeepers  2m 

Socially distanced tea & chats 
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All in a month 

RUGBY 
During this strange period, we have had to be innovative in contact with our members, 
swarm collection and potential new beekeepers. Apart from Covid-19 the weather from 
April to June seems back to front and many people were describing unusual behaviour in 
their bees. Perhaps they are back to front as well. 

Simply directing members via our website to suitable educational sources e.g. Bee base or 
BBKA did not seem adequate. This provided no contact or support for each other, 
particularly relevant for the new or less experienced members. We embarked on a ZOOM 
meeting, made possible by the IT skills and endeavours of our wonderful secretary. It was a 
real success with 20 members participating and very positive feedback. It was particularly 
beneficial to the less experienced but, as with all events we have all learned a few, new 
things. 

 Storing of supers: The storing of supers and the pros and cons of dry or wet storage 
were explored. Wet storage appealed as less onerous in time, but there were doubts 
about avoiding mould and the consensus was - we needed to learn more about these 
two options. 

 Swarm control: The issues of swarm control collection and whether we could give 
swarms to new beekeepers and provide them mentorship for their first colony was 
discussed. We agreed that at present, the social distancing rules made it virtually 
impossible to do this satisfactorily. There is only so much you can do via video, photos, 
or telephone. It was decided to not distribute swarms until the Covid-19 restrictions had 
reduced. 

 Wax moths: Their numbers were increased since last summer. There was a question of 
where they come from and how do they get into the hive. 

One experienced beekeeper related their experience of packing 100 “14/12” brood 
frames, from the spring Bailey comb switch (leaving a job for the winter steaming out 
the wax), carefully in heavy-duty rubble sacks, sealed and stacked in a secure bee shed. 
Bees, wasps, or ants were kept at bay. 

However, one day the stack was wriggling to the point 
where mice or rats were suspected. Complete with cricket 
bat, a bag was opened, the culprit was the greater wax 
moth, literally thousands of them! There had clearly been 
some eggs or larvae in some of the frames before storage. 
The larvae had got though the sacks vertically, clearly 
completing life cycles with numerous dead adult moths 
that had not been able to escape. Almost every frame was completely destroyed. 

When a bag was 

opened, the culprit 

was the greater 

wax moth, literally 

thousands of them! 
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The month continued... 

We plan to do a similar meeting this month and one of the early questions submitted is 
about the failure of emerging queens to mature successfully after artificial swarms. 

Steve Brown 

 

COVENTRY 

What happened to the Sun – who switched it off? After a glorious May when the bees 

were working flat out, June arrived, and it was all switched off. 

160lb of honey was extracted as the Spring crop – a good yield now being sold in 

15lb buckets. If you are interested let me know – Priority being given to Coventry 

members. 

The contrast in the weather between May and June has been stark. The impact on the 

bees of this change and the June gap has been hard. The Colonies, which had built up 

very strongly in the Spring, very quickly became short of stores, in some cases they 

would have starved if not fed with some syrup. Queens have gone off lay making 

inspections very interesting – “Is she in here or not? Have they gone queenless? What 

should I be doing?” 

Swarm control has been the order of the day.  That then has brought its own 

problems – the difficulty of getting new, well mated queens to stay in the colonies. 

There have been two problems with getting new queens into the colonies: 

 The queen has been emerging, getting mated and started laying eggs then, after 

about a week, she disappears, and new queen cells have been created. 

 The queen cells have been destroyed by the bees just before they are due to 

emerge, yet there is no young larva in the hive which can be used to create new 

queen cells. Almost a type of suicide. To save the colony, eggs and young larva 

from other colonies have had to be transferred to the brood box. 

Only time and patience will tell —  

A good yield [of honey] now being sold in 15lb 

buckets. If you are interested let me know. 
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Looking at the diary, June 28th should have been the grand opening of the new 

Branch Apiary site. How quickly times have changed. 

Some basic landscaping work has been carried out at the site. Julian and Pete used a 

JCB to scrape and level the ground, getting rid of the pits and holes which were an 

obvious trip hazard AND removing all the weeds which had started to grow – thank 

you to Julian and Pete. 

Discussions are taking place about installing some land drains across the site. The 

very wet winter and spring caused the site to flood in parts and get heavily 

waterlogged. Drains would solve this but how often will that kind of weather occur? 

During the lock down the branch has been using ZOOM and email to try and keep in 

touch with members. A group of 8 members have started a ‘virtual’ queen rearing 

group, using ZOOM to go through the Miller method of queen rearing. This 

methodology is ideal for the small-scale beekeeper. It is easy and does not involve 

the grafting of any larva.   

Dave Bonner is working through the Miller method in one of his apiaries and photos 

of what is actually happening are being used to support the discussions on the ZOOM 

call. The photo below shows the result of the first attempt.  

Dave Bonner 

Queen cells on a Miller frame 
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The month continued... 

SOLIHULL 

Last year somehow seems such a long time ago, especially when you start looking back 
what we were all up to this time last year. 

A chairman’s afternoon tea with tea and refreshments which were provided by Mandy 
and Denise. Friends and family meeting up and swopping stories, ideas and helpful 
hints and generally having a very pleasant time especially when the weather was lovely 
and warm. 

Also, in previous years the bee inspectors from the National Bee Unit have come to the 
apiary and given us a talk and advice on the hygiene of equipment and our bee suites in 
order to avoid cross contamination when inspecting different hives. Inspection of the 
apiary hives followed, again giving us good clues on spotting chalk brood, sac brood, 
and EFB and AFB. All of these talks do keep you aware of the importance of looking 
after your bees. 

The Apiary Team have written about when the time comes for extracting your honey, 
i.e. using a clearer board of your choice to remove the bees from the supers - should be 
clear in 24 hours. In other years Mandy and Brian would undertake the apiary 
extraction at their home. They would invite any apiary member to participate in the 
uncapping of the frames and spinning off the honey (if you have never done this 
before) all the whilst picking up advice and helpful hints along the way. 

I’m sure many beekeepers have seen or heard the latest news about bees ‘tooting or 
quacking’ – I always thought it was called piping from when I read the bee books, still it 
is always interesting to hear other in-depth thoughts on the subject. How different this 
is nowadays with our current restrictions, and that only the apiary team have been able 
to visit our apiary. Our thanks to all of them. 

I cannot end this edition without congratulating Celia Davis on her 40 years of bee 
keeping – many kind and wonderful words were sent to her via email. 

 

Desy Hall 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations to Celia Davis 

on her 40 years of beekeeping! 
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WARWICK & LEAMINGTON SPA 

Nosema has been a theme of this season for me as well as many others — 

 I have been hearing of many Bailey comb changes and shook swarms this season. I 
started in the spring with a hive that just wasn’t doing well, for no apparent reason. We 
tested for Nosema and there was some present in the hive. Barry Meatyard sent me a 
cool little film of the spores vibrating, called Brownian Movement. I had always assumed 
that you would see evidence of diarrhoea in the hive or at the entrance, so this was a 
surprise to me. My queen had finally got her act together with the hive eventually full of 
brood, so I held back on the bailey comb change and left them alone during that week of 
rain. I checked on them last week to find no sign of a queen at all and the hive full of 
pollen and stores.  Luckily, I had a Nuc that I had just hived from a previous split and so I 
was able to combine the two; I am always amazed at how many new things you can 
learn. 

We will be holding another virtual beekeeper question time this month since our last 
event was so successful.  Where would we be without Zoom! 

Rachel Dove 

NUNEATON & ATHERSTONE 
After the glorious weather of late Spring, a return to the norm for this time of year has 
brought the usual challenges. Of course, the bees seem to not only have coped with the 
weather better than their human keepers but have even tried to throw in the odd 
attempted swarm, just to keep us on our toes. 

A gentleman who lives in the grounds where our club apiary is situated rang a while ago 
to say that he and his wife had spotted a swarm from one of the hives and were 
following it around the grounds. It sounded odd but it transpired that, although the 
queen had been clipped, she was still attempting to fly off into the wide blue yonder but 
only managed a journey of a few yards at a time before coming to rest.  Our club 
education officer was able to collect up the swarm and install the bees to their new 
home. 

Still on the topic of swarms, I have been trying to self-isolate so have resisted the call to 
collect the odd swarm. However, despite my best efforts, one of my own colonies 
swarmed, thankfully, into a nearby damson tree. Fortunately, I was in the process of 
assembling equipment in readiness to check on a distant apiary so managed to collect 
the swarm and put it on a suitable stand within 10 minutes; a new record for me by a 
long chalk. 

Off I went to check on the apiary, feeling smug about the speedy collection, only to 
return a few hours later, to find that the bees had declined my offered accommodation 
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The month continued... 

and headed off to who knows where! Being a little lazy, I left the box there, especially 
since it was situated near a live electric fence used by our neighbouring farmer for his 
cows. 

Imagine my surprise when I went to tidy up a few days later and found the box full of 
bees who had drawn out all 6 frames and filled them with nectar! Perhaps the original 
swarm had seen the error of their ways and returned, who knows? The queen was 
unmarked (a long story), so I will never know but sometimes, just sometimes, the bee 
gods do smile upon beekeepers. 

May your supers be full, your swarms few and the Sun always shine on your apiary but, 
more importantly, stay well. 

John Twidle 

BIRMINGHAM 

Making a bee-line to New Street Station  

I received a call from a manager at New St Station about a swarm. They were 
concerned that if they got pest control in, the bees may be destroyed and so were 
hoping that I could help. 

The staff were very intrigued by the process and watched from a distance. One 
member of the staff even held a bee that was resting, and now she is looking to take 
up beekeeping! 

The person who had called me, later informed me that the station manager wanted to 
set up an apiary on site and so, here we are now in the process of exploring the 
possibilities with Grand Central who are also keen! 

They would also like to publicise this once set up, finally making me the official 
beekeeper for Birmingham New St station! 

When my 12-year-old son, who had helped me with the swarm, mentioned the incident 
in his school, they were amazed and now are also considering setting up an apiary!  

Kaysor Ahmed (one of our members who works for London Transport)  

I found the box full of bees 

with all 6 frames drawn and 

filled with nectar! 
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Association Apiary in Lockdown! 

Amongst the crazy times we have been having with COVID-19 we have had a really hard 
time accessing the Winterbourne Association Apiary. It is part of Birmingham University 
and the whole site was closed with only 2 days’ notice! 

You can imagine how anxious people who had hives on site were, mainly about 
swarming but also the health of the colonies. But with over 20 hives on site it wasn’t 
possible to re-home all of them. A few hives were moved at very short notice to gardens 
and allotments but many of the beekeepers had no alternative sites or were unaware of 
the closure. 

Thankfully Jonathan Hansford (our new apiary Manager) stepped in to negotiate with 
Winterbourne Gardens’ staff to gain access. Initially, only two beekeepers were allowed 
on site and Jonathan and his brother, James, have had to look after all of the hives by 
themselves during swarming season. They’ve been busy bees and done a super job.   

We would all like to thank Jonathan and James for their hard work looking 
after the colonies and giving a detailed report to each member about what 
exactly the state of play is with each hive. 

Honey Show - Venue Cancellation  

We are pursuing alternative venues and are still hopeful to hold the show, all be 
it scaled down from our usual show. More information to follow… 

Sam Walker 

The swarm collection at New St Station that sparked enthusiasm and interest in 

beekeeping. Expertly collected by Kaysor Ahmed and his son. 
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National Bee Unit Announcement 

June 2020 - New Presentations Online  

The National Bee Unit is pleased to share a range of presentations created 
by Fera Science Ltd. presented by Kirsty Stainton on: 

 Asian Hornet Biology 

 Asian Hornet Genetics 

 European foulbrood 

 

The presentations can be found on BeeBase pages on Asian Hornet and 
Foulbrood. 

Please do contact us at nbu@apha.gov.uk with your feedback. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SoFFEJDrjcE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwKUVK6uhHI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOpJfrYTd9g&feature=youtu.be
http://www.nationalbeeunit.com/index.cfm?sectionid=117
http://www.nationalbeeunit.com/index.cfm?sectionid=26
mailto:nbu@apha.gov.uk
mailto:nbu@apha.gov.uk?subject=NBU%20Feedback
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Chronicles of a Novice Beekeeper 

W ell, I’ve done it again…I bought another hive! I 
have a hazy memory of assuring my husband after 

Bee Tradex in March that I absolutely wouldn't buy 
anymore hives…hmmm…I hope I’m not developing a 
problem and if I am, I may need an intervention! Seriously 
though, I don’t have the physical space for anymore, 

although I did check whether I had space before ordering. 

Honey was extracted one month ago from 5 supers and gave a very good 
yield. I promptly filtered it and stored it in buckets. I didn’t care to repeat 
last year's mistake of what happens when you leave spring honey to sit too 
long before you get around to filtering it. This honey was mainly oil seed 
rape but also had a fair amount of spring blossom. I’m hoping there will be 
more fruit blossom nectar in the future as the allotment’s fruit orchard 
matures. 

Each hive has two supers allocated to it. Last year that was sufficient for 
spring and summer nectar flows but this year is different. Presuming things 
continue smoothly, I think each of the 5 colonies will easily fill 3 supers. 
Whatever the bees collected additionally after extraction was left for their 
June gap stores and so far, it's been enough. I’ve only had to feed the splits 
and the swarm which are in nucs. I will still monitor their stores, as I’m sure 
things can change quickly, in which case, I also have syrup on hand if 
needed. 

So, in anticipation of summer nectar flow, I purchased a new super for 
each hive, and since I was already placing a bulky order, I thought I’d sneak 
in a new hive to my shopping cart! 

 

Denali Enns 
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PREP 15 mins 

COOK 2hours 

SERVES 6-8 

INGREDIENTS 

115g (4oz) sugar 

115g (4oz) butter 

2 eggs, beaten 

115g (4oz) plain flour 

200g (7oz) apples, peeled, cored 
and chopped 

Pinch of grated nutmeg 

115g(4oz) honey 

METHOD 

1. Cream sugar and butter together until light and fluffy 

2. Gradually beat in the eggs 

3. Fold in the flour 

4. Grease a 2½ pint pudding basin 

5. Mix the chopped apple with the honey and nutmeg and place in the bottom of the 
pudding bowl and put the batter mix over the top. 

6. Cover with buttered greaseproof paper, the pleated foil and tie around the bowl 

7. Steam in a large saucepan over a low heat for 1½ - 2 hours 

8. Turn out carefully and serve hot with topping of your choice. 

“Here is a recipe from the Sainsbury’s Magazine. Simple to make 
and delicious with custard, ice cream or cream” - Denise 

APPLE AND HONEY PUDDING 
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Ancient Egyptians venerated bees and their mythology 

contains countless references to the bee, including the 

belief that bees were formed through the tears of the 

god Ra. 

To put this into perspective, we are informed that the 

most important god in the Egyptian pantheon had 

bees for tears. The ancient writings of Am-Tuat (the 

Otherworld) explains: “This god cries out to their souls 

after he hath entered the city of the gods who are on 

their sand, and there are heard the voices of those who 

are shut in this circle which are like the hum of many 

bees of honey when their souls cry out to Ra.” 

And similarly, the Salt Magical Papyrus states: “When 

Ra weeps again the water which flows from his eyes 

upon the ground turns into working bees. They work in 

flowers and trees of every kind and wax and honey 

come into being.” 

Sophisticated Apiculture, or the organized craft of beekeeping, was practiced in Egypt for 

thousands of years. The agricultural, nutritional, medicinal and ritualistic value of the bee 

and its honey was important in Egypt from pre-dynastic times onwards, as demonstrated 

by the fact that King Menes, founder of the First Egyptian Dynasty, was called “the Bee-

keeper”; a title ascribed to all subsequent Pharaohs. 

Additionally, the Kings administration had a special office called the “Sealer of the Hon-

ey’, and Kings of Upper and Lower Egypt bore the title “he who belongs to the sedge and 

the bee”. An image of the bee was even positioned next to the King’s cartouche. 

By Fred Ayres, 

Lune Valley Community Beekeepers 

 

Bee Myths & Customs 

The Egyptian God RA, who 

cried bees  for tears  

The Bee, next to the signature of Hatshepsut, 

the 5th Pharaoh of the 18th Dynasty  
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CAVEAT EMPTOR 

Be aware that Warwickshire Beekeepers Asso-
ciation is not responsible for any goods or ser-
vices advertised in Warwickshire Beekeeper or 

on the  website. Anyone purchasing bees or 
nuclei should satisfy themselves that they are 

disease free and that they are aware of the 
provenance of any queens. 

Ambrosia Syrup For Sale 
Contact: Mick 07875678001 

Decanted from IBC into your container 
£1/kg. 

I have a limited number of containers 
for those who may require them. 
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WBKA Committee 

President Peter Spencer 

T: 01926 856204 

Chairman Samantha Peckett 

T: 01608 685918 

E: chairman@wbka.org.uk 

Secretary Mike Blanco 

T: 01527 591855 

E: secretary@wbka.org.uk 

Treasurer Jane Brown 

T: 01926  843416 

E: treasurer@wbka.org.uk 

Examination Secretary Jane Medwell 

E: examsec@wbka.org.uk 

WB Editor Katerina Prokopiou 

E: wbeditor@wbka.org.uk 

Web Master Peter Barclay 

T: 02476 411275 

E: webmaster@wbka.org.uk 

Branch Secretaries 

Birmingham T: 07708 031926 E: bdbka.sec@aol.co.uk  

Coventry T: 02476 411275 E: cbka.secretary@wbka.org.uk  

Nuneaton T: 01827 880689 E: jandl.twidle@gmail.com 

Rugby T: 07486 508079 E: secretary@rugbybeekeepers.org 

Shipston T: 07506 086133  E: secretary.shipston@wbka.org.uk 

Solihull T: 0121 7041731 E: solihull.beekeepers@gmail.com 

Sutton Coldfield T: 0121 3549451 E: secretary.sutton@wbka.org.uk 

Warwick & Leamington T: 01926 316192 E: secretary@warleambees.org.uk 
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Colleen Reichling T: 07990 138898 

Gordon Bull T: 07867 351626 

Regional 

Colin Pavey T: 07775 119471 
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Julian Routh T: 0121 3545956 
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Bernard Diaper T: 07711 456932 
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Julian Routh 

E: routhjulian@gmail.com  


